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ABSTRACT: Software Bug Prediction (SBP) is an issue in software development and process maintenance, which 

concerns with the overall software successes. This is because of the predicting device malfunctions earlier boosts 

quality of applications, reliability , performance and low application cost. The development of a reliable bug prediction 

model is therefore a challenging task and a number of techniques were proposed in the literature. Here we have 

proposed a software bug prediction model based on machine learning (ML) algorithms. Based on historical data, three 

Supervised Machine Learning algorithms have been used to predict future software faults. The classifiers are Naïve 

Bayes (NB), Linear Regression(LR) and Decision Tree algorithm(DT). The evaluation process suggested that Machine 

Learning algorithms can be used effectively at a high precision scale. Tests gathered show that the Machine Learning 

approach works better. They also achieve higher accuracy compared to the other models. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The presence of defects in software significantly affects the cost of software reliability , efficiency, and 

maintenance. It is hard to achieve bug-free software, including the software applied carefully because secret bugs occur 

much of the time. Additionally, a major challenge in software engineering is designing software bug prediction model 

that could predict the defective modules in the early phase. Bug prediction software is an important task in the 

production of software. This is because anticipating the faulty modules before deploying applications improves user 

satisfaction, enhancing overall performance of the program. In addition, detecting the software bug early enhances the 

adaptation of software to various conditions and increases the utilization of resources. Several strategies were 

introduced to tackle the issue of Software Bug Prediction (SBP). Machine Learning ( ML) techniques are the most 

known. In Software Bug Prediction, the Machine Learning techniques are extensively used to predict unstable modules 

based on historical faulty data, critical metrics and various computing software techniques. Three supervised Machine 

Learning classifiers are used here  to test the Machine Learning capabilities of Software Bug Prediction. The research 

dealt with classifier Naïve Bayes (NB), Linear Regression (LR). The Machine Learning classifiers mentioned here 

refers to the datasets obtained from the works. Besides that, here it distinguishes between classifier Naive Bayes (NB), 

classifier Linear Regression(LR). The distinction is based on various evaluation criteria such as the classifier's 

accuracy , precision , recall, F-measures, and ROC curves. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

The Chidamber and Kemerer (CK) metrics [36] have been widely used in the context of bug prediction. Basili 

et al. [1] investigated the usefulness of the CK suite for predicting the probability of detecting faulty classes. They 

showed that five of the experimented metrics are actually useful in character izing the bug-proneness of classes. 

The same set of metrics has been successfully exploited in the context of bug prediction by El Emam et al. [26] and 

Subramanyam et al. [27]. Both works reported the ability of the CK metrics in predicting buggy code comp onents, 

regardless of the size of the system under analysis. Still in terms of product metrics, Nikora et al. [28] showed that 

measuring the evolution of structural attributes (e.g., number of executable statements, number of nodes in the 

control flow graph, etc.) it is possible to predict the number of bugs introduced during the system development. 

Later, Gyimothy et al. [2] performed a new investigation on the relationship between CK metrics and bug 

proneness. Their results showed that the coupling between object metric is the best in predicting the bug-proneness 

of classes, while other CK metrics are untrustworthy. Ohlsson et al. [3] focused the attention on the use of design 

metrics to identify bug-prone modules. They performed a study on an Ericsson industrial system showing that at 
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least four different design metrics can be used with equivalent results. The metrics performance are not statistically 

worse than those achieved using a model based on the project size. Zhou et al. [29] confirmed their results showing 

that size-based models seem to perform as well as those based on CK metrics except than the Weighted Method per 

class on some releases of the Eclipse system. Thus, although Bell et al. [35] showed tha t more complex metric-

based models have more predictive power with respect to size-based models, the latter seem to be generally useful 

for bug prediction. Nagappan and Ball [4] exploited two static analysis tools to early predict the pre -release bug 

density. The results of their study, conducted on the windows server system, show that it is possible to perform a 

coarse grained classification between high and low quality components with a high level of accuracy. Nagappan et 

al. [14] analyzed several complexity measures on five Microsoft software systems, showing that there is no 

evidence that a single set of measures can act universally as bug predictor. They also showed how to methodically 

build regression models based on similar projects in order to achieve better results. 

 

III.   METHODOLOGY 

 

Machine Learning ( ML) techniques are the most known. In Software Bug Prediction, the Machine Learning 

techniques are extensively used to predict unstable modules based on historical fault data, critical metrics and various 

computing software techniques. Three supervised Machine Learning classifiers are used to test the Machine Learning 

capabilities of Software Bug Prediction. The research dealt with classifier such as Naïve Bayes (NB), Linear 

Regression (LR). 

 

  The results showed that our Software Bug Prediction model main comprises of the follows modules namely: 

 

1. Load dataset : This helps to load dataset from .csv file which consists of the parameters such as loc, 

v(g),ev(g).......etc. The dataset used here is named as Jm1. 

 

2. Data Pre Processing : This mainly cleans the dataset. It also finds records containing the null values. If it is 

present then it also finds it. Dataset is pre processed by a proposed clustering technique. The pre processing 

also divides the data into test dataset and trained dataset using clustering technique. 

 

 

3. Clustering : This is the task of dividing the data points or population into a number of groups such that data 

points are more similar in the same group to other data points in the same group than those in other groups. 

The proposed clustering technique marks the data with class labels such as Successful and Redesign. 

 

4. Classification : This is often a method of categorizing given set of knowledge into classes. This could be 

performed on each structured and unstructured data. The method starts with predicting the category of 

given knowledge points. The categories are nothing however said as target, label or classes. The labels are 

set to classify the amount of faults into 2 different categories (one with fault and alternate while not fault).  

 

 

5. Bug Prediction : This helps us to seek out bugs from the program code. In order to evaluate the 

performance, we are using Machine Learning algorithms such as Linear Regression, Naive Bayes, Decision 

Tree in software bug prediction. 

 

      Naive Bayes is one of  the Supervised Machine learning algorithm/method which is preferred here as it helps to 

reduce the complexity of the model and also achieve better performance which helps in easy detection of the bugs or 

faults in the system and also provides the better accuracy(which is approx 0.99%) when compared to the other models. 

                      

 Here a set of well known measures based on the generated confusion matrixes such as follows: 

 

 Precision Recall F1 - score Support 

Redesign 0.93 0.94 0.94 319 

Successful 0.99 0.99 0.99 1858 

Accuracy   0.98 2177 

Macro avg 0.96 0.97 0.96 2177 

Weighted avg 0.98 0.98 0.98 2177 

 

            [[ 301 18] 
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             [22 1836]] 

             The accuracy is 0.991626090 

             The intercept is -0.0935996864 

             The Co- efficient  value is [0.00761893] 

             The Mean squared error (MSE) is 0.063444130693 

             The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) is 0.2518811836827 

 

IV.   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

 

                                  
                   

                      Fig 1: Home Screen                                                                             Fig 2: Menu options 

 

 

 
 

Fig 3: Load Dataset 

 

A dataset is a collection of data. In machine learning projects, we need a training dataset. It is the actual dataset used 

to train the model for performing various actions. In the above fig 3 bug dataset is used which loads in this module. 

This dataset consists of the attributes such as loc, v(g), ev(g), iv(g)....etc. 

 

                                   
          

Fig 4: Using NB Classifier Accuracy                                                          Fig 5: Defects 
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 A software system defect is a blunder, bug, flaw, fault, malfunction or mistakes in software that causes it to make 

associate inaccurate or unheralded outcome. Faults are essential properties of a system. Software system flaws are 

programming errors that cause different performance compared with anticipation. The majorities of the faults are from 

source code or design, some of them are from incorrect code generating from compilers. It displays the software defects 

in terms of false and true. It is displaying defect frequency in terms of false and true. The graph implements that there 

are 8900 false defect frequency and about 2000 true defect frequency present. 

 

 
 

Fig 6: Line of Code Vs Bug 

 

Prediction of software bugs is a technique in which a prediction model is created to predict the future software 

failures based on historical data. Different methods were suggested using different datasets, Metrices, and performance 

indicators. Here it makes use of the Machine Learning algorithms in software bugging problem. Three methods in 

machine learning were used namely Naive Bayes, Linear Regression, Decision Tree. The assessment process is carried 

out using three real test/debugging datasets. Experimental results are gathered based on measures of accuracy, accuracy, 

Recall, F-measurement, and RMSE. Results shows that Machine Learning method namely Naive Bayes classifier 

showed best performance when compared to others. The above Fig 6 represents the graph for the bugs verses the line of 

code. 

 

Algorithm Accuracy 

Naive Bayes  0.99 

Linear Regression 0.93 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

 Prediction of software bugs is a technique in which a prediction model is created to predict the future software 

failures based on historical data. Different methods were suggested using different data sets, different metrics and 

various performance indicators. This paper assessed the use of machine learning algorithms in software bugging 

problem. Three methods in machine learning were used which are NB, LR. The assessment process is carried out using 

three real test / debugging datasets. Experimental results are gathered based on measures of accuracy, accuracy, recall, 

F-measurement, and RMSE. Results show that the Machine Learning strategies are effective approaches for predicting 

possible defects in the program. The Confrontation results showed that the NB classifier performs best over the others. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Datasets NB 

DS1 0.956 

DS2 0.989 

DS3 0.990 

Average 0.978 
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